
ABSTRACT
 

The present study aims
to examine the

correlation between
crime rate and

economic activity in
Pakistan with

particular focus on
Karachi. The study uses

graphs and tables as
methodology to

confirm the evidence
between two. It

concludes that there is
positive relationship

between them. The poster
ends with policies that
may be implemented to

reduce crime rate.
 

3% of the Total 40,446 FIRs pertained to crimes
against women including honor killings, rape,

forced marriages and physical abuse

street crime is on the rise in Pakistan with new
cases being reported daily

Crime Stats in Pakistan

Crime Index: 57.95
Safety Index: 42.05
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the economics
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source: Crimes Reported by Type and Provinces, National Police Bureau, Ministry of Interior

source: Pakistan Crime Monitor, Issue: 066/Oct 2011



Currently literature suggests
that through the passage of

time, increasing
unemployment rates and

inflation rates are directly
proportional to the increase

of crime rates.

This is because when prices of
daily need items rise and there
are no other ways of earning
income, people turn towards
alternative methods such as

theft.
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OF CRIMES GO

UNREPORTED

With prices at an all time high, theft
has become one of the most common
crimes in Pakistan, as people view

stealing as a means of survival
during economic hardship. 

Therefore

the actual

crime rate

may be in

fact much

higher

Source: National Police Bureau , Ministry of Interior.

Source: (Mahmood, Hafeez Ur Rehman, and Rasheed Gill, 2009)
 

Source: (Pakistan: Inflation rate from 1986 to 2026, 2020)
 

Source; (Tasdeeq, 2018)



Crime Stats in Karachi

Crime Index: 53.79
Safety Index: 46.21

Karachi has the 3rd highest Crime Index
preceded by Delhi and Rio de Janeiro

This news made headlines as it
came just 2 weeks after news
of a Rs.7 Million robbery at a

factory in Korangi.
The citizens of Karachi feel

that the city "has been handed
over to the robbers" with

crime rates rising rapidly
mainly due to the lawlessness

of the financial capital of
Pakistan.

Compared to Lahore, Karachi's crimes have
worsened in quantity and quality. Part of this is

due to the provincial government and their
differences in priorities. stricter policies and
punishments for crime in punjab have improved

the standard of living and made the city of lahore
safer, unlike karachi.

source: Numbeo, Crime

source: Numbeo, Crime Rates in Karachi, Pakistan

source: Karachi: Over 100 People Robbed at Korangi Causeway, ARY News

source: Crime Rate Massively Reduced by 44% in 2021: Lahore Police, StartupPakistan



policiespolicies

therefore it is suggested that the pakistan government implements
more laws that provides relief to the society that would prevent

them from committing crime.

Studies have revealed
that 

loans and grants
 defense expenditure 
taxes on income and

Economic Misery
 have had a positive

impact on crime rate in
pakistan. 

The government must also increase the
employment rate, while reducing inflation. 

therefore, they must promote skill
development programs to boost employment,

and inflation can be stabilised by putting
checks on production costs.

Economic Model

if the anticipated gains from criminal
behavior exceed the costs, then

aggregate level of crime is expected to
increase. we can model the crime rate

on the basis of loans and grants (LNGR),
economic misery including

unemployment and inflation rates (MI),
defense expense (DEF), income inequality
(INI), and taxes on income, profits and

capital gains (IT)

Cr = f (LNGR, MI, DEF, INI, IT)

source: Public Policies, Socio-Economic Environment and Crimes in Pakistan: A Time Series
Analysis 
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